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Abstract
The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway is a signal transduction pathway made of proteins that pass
signals inside the cell, through the receptors at its surface, and plays an important role in onco-
genesis and development. Ethan Lee and his team introduced in 2003 a detailed mathematical
model of the Wnt/β-catenin signal transduction pathway, consisting of a system of 15 differential
equations. Their model incorporates the kinetics of protein-protein interactions, protein synthe-
sis/degradation, and phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. Here, the fast/slow dynamics of Lee et
al. system will be analyzed, by employing the Computational Singular Perturbation (CSP) algo-
rithm. Given a multi-scale (stiff) N -dim. system of ordinary differential equations which exhibits M
fast time scales, the solution is attracted quickly on a N −M Slow Invariant Manifold (SIM). On
the SIM the evolution of the process is governed by a system, which is free of the fast time scales,
so that the flow there is characterized by the slow time scales. The CSP algorithm provides an
approximation of the SIM and of the slow system. A number of CSP -related diagnostic tools are
employed for the analysis of the Wnt/β-catenin model, which provide all the relevant physical un-
derstanding for the function of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. The purpose of the present
analysis is to identify the components (reactions) of the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway that (i)
generate the fast time scales, (ii) participate in the formation of the SIM and (iii) drive the system
on the SIM.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The biological mechanisms that are currently of interest are usually very complex, in which case
the acquisition of the relevant physical understanding can be a very demanding task. The need
to acquire this knowledge has directed biology into a more mathematical/computational approach
[15]. The results produced with this approach and their comparison to experimental ones can be
very useful since:
• the generation of new data that are not yet extrapolated from experiments is allowed,
• in silico ”experiments” can be performed to save time and money,
• non-intuitive insights can be obtained into the way these systems work,
• it is possible to identify missing parameters, components or functions in a system,
• it enables the visualization of the mechanisms studied.
One of the major difficulties in the simulation of cellular processes is to determine the values
of the kinetic constants, because some of these constants are hard or even impossible to be derived
from experiments. Therefore, assumptions are usually made in order to obtain numerical values
for these constants. Such assumptions can be validated in the cases where the relevant physical
understanding is available. The present work will address the need to acquire algorithmically the
underlying physics of cellular processes that are modeled by complex multi-scale mathematical
systems.
Cellular processes are usually modeled with the use of Ordinal Differential Equation (ODE) or
Partial Differential Equation (PDE) systems [43]. The simulation of protein signal transduction or
metabolism mechanisms, which are based on mass action and Michaelis-Menten (MM) kinetics, is
usually based in ODE systems. These systems are (i) easy to handle due to their well understood
mathematical framework, (ii) very fast, so they can be used to describe very large mechanisms, (iii)
mathematically robust and (iv) more easy to handle than PDE systems [28].
Here, the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway will be considered, as it is modeled by a multi-scale
system of ODEs. Its meaningful physical understanding will be sought by employing an algorithmic
methodology that performs asymptotic analysis.
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The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway is a signal transduction pathway consisting of proteins
that pass signals outside of a cell, through the cell surface receptors, to the inside of the cell. The
Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway is well known in the biology community due to its involvement to
differentiation, tissue development and its important role in oncogenesis. Wnt/β-catenin signaling
pathway plays an important role to some kinds of cancers, such as colorectal cancer [7, 32] and in
stem-cell maintenance [4, 32].
The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway was hard to model, due two lack of quantitive exper-
imental data. As a result, the mathematical modeling research that has been completed so far
is limited, when considering the biological importance of this pathway. The way the scientific
community thought about the function of this pathway changed completely when Lee et al. [25]
published a detailed ODE model, which could reproduced to a large extend the available exper-
imental results [37]. This model incorporates the kinetics of protein-protein interactions, protein
synthesis/degradation and phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. Numerical results produced with
this model have been experimental verified, so the mathematical modeling research is based upon
this detailed model. It has been analyzed extensively, by studying its robustness [12, 19] and by
constructing reduced models [29].
One of the most important challenges regarding the Wnt pathway is to identify its components
that are responsible for the creation and the regulation of the major dynamic characteristics of the
model. This will be the focus of the current investigation.
Models representing multi-scale biochemical networks, such as the Wnt pathway, are usually
non-linear and complex, making the interpretation of their dynamics a difficult task [36]. Due to
the generated equilibria between the fast components of such models, their long term evolution is
determined by the slower components of the system [18]. The identification of these components is
a very important step, since they generate and regulate the long term dynamics and response of
the model.
The traditional tool for the identification of the fast components of a multi-scale system and
of the reduced model that drives its slow evolution is the emphSingular Perturbation Analysis
(SPA). SPA is a tool that identifies (i) the fast components that participate in the various equili-
brations that develop and (ii) the slow components that finally drive the system [14, 40, 41]. The
disadvantage of the paper/pencil SPA is that it can handle relative simple models because it re-
quires (i) the governing equations of the system to be cast in the proper non-dimensional form, (ii)
the identification of the fast and the slow variables and (iii) the identification of the small parameter
, which is indicative of the gap between the fast and slow time scales. Given the complexity of bio-
logical systems, the application of the SPA faces significant obstacles, mainly due to the complexity
and size of the models that are currently of interest..
The fast/slow dynamics of Lee’s system will be examined here, by employing the Computa-
tional Singular Perturbation (CSP) algorithm. CSP reproduces the results of the classical SPA
in an algorithmic fashion. The methodology is not hindered by the size and complexity of the
mathematical model and does not require the system to be cast in a dimensionless form. CSP
identifies (i) the fast and slow variables, (ii) the equilibrations that developing under the action of
the fast time scales, (iii) the reduced model that governs the slow evolution under the constraints
(i.e., equilibria) generated by the fast time scales, and (iv) the components that contribute to the
equilibria and the slow evolution [22, 23]. It will be shown that the detailed ODE model of Lee et
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al. is amenable to further reduction, beyond the four Partial Equilibrium approximations (PEAs)
employed in [25]. The number of the new equilibria that develop will be identified, as the system
evolves in time, along with the components of the system that are responsible the most for their
development.
First, the CSP methodology will be briefly presented and the CSP tools will be discussed. Next,
the Wnt pathway will be introduced and some biological processes within the pathway will be
discussed. The detailed model of Lee et al. will be then presented, along with its kinetic parameters,
initial conditions and reaction rates. The results of the CSP analysis will be finally presented and
discussed.
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Chapter 2
The CSP algorithm
The success of CSP in the analysis of multi-scale systems is based on the existence of a time scale gap
among the fastest timescales in the dynamics of the system and the timescale that is characteristic
of the system’s evolution. When these, say M, fast time scales are of dissipative nature (i.e., they
are generated by processes that tend to drive the system to equilibrium) they become quickly
exhausted, so that the fastest time scale of the slow ones becomes the characteristic time scale for
the system’s evolution. The gap between the slowest of the fast (τM ) and the fastest of the slow
(τM+1) time scales measures the time scale gap that is indicative of the fast/slow separation. This
gap is approximated by the ratio:
 = τM/τM+1 (2.1)
which by definition satisfies  < 1.
Consider a physical process which is governed by the N-dimensional system of (ODE ’s):
dy
dt
= g(y) (2.2)
where y and g(y) are the N -dimensional column state vector and vector field, respectively and g is
an algebraic function of y. Let the dynamics of this system exhibit M dissipative time scales, which
are much faster than the time scale that characterizes the evolution of the system. Such a system
is known as a stiff one [1]. According to the CSP algorithm, the vector field g can be decomposed
in a fast and a slow part, as:
dy
dt
= arf
r + asf
s (2.3)
where arf
r and asf
s are the components of the vector field g(y) in the M -dimensional fast subspace
and N −M dimensional slow subspace, respectively. The fast subspace, where the fast time scales
act, is spanned by the M ai (i = 1, ...,M) column vectors which form the (N ×M) matrix ar:
ar =
[
a1 a2 ... aM
]
(2.4)
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The slow subspace, where the slow time scales act, is spanned by the N −M aj (j = M + 1, ..., N)
column vectors, which form the N × (N −M) matrix as:
as =
[
aM+1 aM+2 ... aN
]
(2.5)
The CSP amplitudes f r and f s are the projections of the vector field g(y) in the M along the M
fast and N −M slow directions, respectively, and are defined by the relations:
f r = brg f s = bsg (2.6)
where
br =

b1
b2
:
bM
 bs =

bM+1
bM+2
:
bN
 (2.7)
The N -dimensional row vectors bi (i = 1, ..., N) are dual to the N -dimensional column vectors
ai (i = 1, ..., N) and due to orthogonality they satisfy relations (2.8):
brar = I
r
r b
ras = 0
r
s b
sar = 0
s
r b
sas = I
s
s arb
r + asb
s = INN (2.8)
where INN and 0 are the unit (N ×N) and zero (M × k) matrices respectively.
When the trajectory evolves on the (N −M)-dim. SIM the M fast dissipative time scales τi (i =
1, . . . ,M) are exhausted, so that the flow is characterized by the slow time scale τM+1. On the
SIM the vector field g(y) has no component in the fast subspace; i.e., the amplitudes (2.9) attain
negligible values:
f r = br • g ≈ 0r (2.9)
so that the flow on the SIM is approximated by the system:
dy
dt
≈ asf s (2.10)
Equation (2.10) results from the full system, Eq. (2.3), after neglecting the fast component. There-
fore, this equation is non-stiff.
Note that since asb
s = INN − arbr, Eqs. (2.9, 2.10) show that for the construction of both the
algebraic equation approximating the manifold and the slow system, it is sufficient to have available
the fast basis vectors ar and b
r only.
The CSP basis vectors ar and as, and their duals b
s and br are approximated with the CSP
algorithm by two iterative procedures, the “br” and the “ar” CSP refinements. The b
r-refinement
alters br and as, leaving b
s and ar unaffected, and it is related to the accuracy in the description
of the manifold [20, 21, 23, 44]. The ar-refinement alters ar and b
s, leaving as and b
r unaffected,
and it is related to the non-stiffness of the simplified model [20,21,23,44].
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• Assuming that “k1” br-refinements and “m1” ar-refinements have already being made, an
additional br-refinement that improves the accuracy of as and b
r vectors is provided by the
following relations:
br(k1 + 1,m1) = τ
r
r (k1,m1)
[
dbr(k1,m1)
dt
+ br(k1,m1)J
]
ar(k1 + 1,m1) = ar(k1,m1)
bs(k1 + 1,m1) = b
s(k1,m1)
as(k1 + 1,m1) = [I− ar(k1 + 1,m1)br(k1 + 1,m1)]as(k1,m1)
where
τ rr (k1,m1) = (λ
r
r(k1,m1))
−1
=
[(
dbr(k1,m1)
dt
+ br(k1,m1)J
)
ar(k1 + 1,m1)
]−1
• Assuming that “k2” br-refinements and “m2” ar-refinements have already being made, an
additional ar-refinement that improves the accuracy of ar and b
s vectors is provided by the
following relations:
ar(k2,m2 + 1) =
[
−dar(k2,m2)
dt
+ Jar(k2,m2)
]
τ rr (k2,m2)
br(k2,m2 + 1) = b
r(k2,m2)
bs(k2,m2 + 1) = b
s(k2,m2) [I− ar(k2,m2 + 1)br(k2,m2 + 1)]
as(k2,m2 + 1) = as(k2,m2)
where
τ rr (k2,m2) = (λ
r
r(k2,m2))
−1
=
[(
dbr(k2,m2)
dt
+ br(k2,m2)J
)
ar(k2 + 1,m2)
]−1
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2.1 Implementation of the CSP refinements
The implementation of the CSP-refinements starts by assuming an initial guess for the basis vectors
ai and b
i, i = 1, . . . , N . If these basis vectors are constants, the time derivative terms are ignored
in the first implementation of the refinements, which in the following will be referred as “Phase
(1)”. The time derivative terms will be retained in the following implementations of the refinements,
which in the following will be referred as “Phase (2)”. Since in the general case of a non linear system
the time derivatives contribute to higher order accuracy, the “Phase (1)” of the CSP refinements
involves only one set of br and ar-refinements. On the other hand, “Phase (2)” can involve more than
one set of refinements [38]. The only limitation in this case is set by the increasing computational
cost, as it will be shown explicitly next.
Differentiating Eq.(2.9) with respect to time, along a solution of a trajectory y(t), yields:
df i
dt
=
N∑
j=1
λijf
j (2.11)
where i=1,..., N and
λij ≡
(
dbi
dt
+ bi • J
)
• aj (2.12)
where i,j = 1,..., N. In vector form Eq.(2.11) yields:
d
dt
f r
f s
 =
λrr λrs
λsr λ
s
s
f r
f s
 (2.13)
where r=1, ... , M and s=M+1, ... , N. The br-refinements tend to reduce the order of λrs, while the
ar-refinements tend to reduce the order of λ
s
r. Evidently, these features result to (i) the decoupling
of the fast time scales from the slow ones, when λrs → 0 and (ii) the decoupling of the slow time
scales from the fast ones, when λsr → 0) [38].
2.1.1 Phase (1) of the CSP refinements
Consider the case where the first guess for the CSP vectors is the constant vectors br(0, 0) and
ar(0, 0), so:
dbr(0, 0)
dt
= 0,
dar(0, 0)
dt
= 0 (2.14)
In this case, the CSP algorithm for the first br-refinement yields:
br(1, 0) = λrr(0, 0)b
r(0, 0)J
ar(1, 0) = ar(0, 0)
bs(1, 0) = bs(0, 0)
as(1, 0) = [I− ar(1, 0)br(1, 0)]as(0, 0) = [I− ar(0, 0)br(1, 0)]as(0, 0)
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where:
λrr(0, 0) = b
r(0, 0)Jar(0, 0) τ
r
r (0, 0) = [λ
r
r(0, 0)]
−1
The effect of the br-refinement is to lower the norm of λrs (where (db
r(1, 0)/dt) • as(1, 0) = 0rs):
λrs(1, 0) = b
r(1, 0)Jas(1, 0) =©(λrs(0, 0))
by an order of  = |τM/τM+1| < 1, making the fast modes “purer”, by decoupling them from
the slow modes, while the decoupling level of the slow time scales with the fast time scales is left
unchanged:
λsr(1, 0) = b
s(1, 0)Jar(1, 0) = b
s(0, 0)Jar(0, 0) = λ
s
r(0, 0)
Given the CSP vectors after one br-refinement, the algorithm of the ar-refinement yields:
ar(1, 1) = Jar(0, 0)τ
r
r (1, 0)
br(1, 1) = br(1, 0)
as(1, 1) = as(1, 0)
bs(1, 1) = bs(1, 0)[I− ar(1, 1)br(1, 1)] = bs(0, 0)[I− ar(1, 1)br(1, 0)]
where:
λrr(1, 0) = b
r(1, 0)Jar(0, 0) τ
r
r (1, 0) = [λ
r
r(1, 0)]
−1
The result of the ar-refinement is to lower the norm of λ
s
r:
λsr(1, 1) =
[
dbs(1, 1)
dt
+ bs(1, 1)J
]
ar(1, 1) =©(λsr(1, 0)) =©(λsr(0, 0))
by an order of  = |τM/τM+1| < 1, making the slow modes “purer”, by decoupling them from
the fast modes, while the decoupling level of the fast time scales with the slow time scales is left
unchanged:
λrs(1, 1) =
[
dbr(1, 1)
dt
+ br(1, 1)J
]
as(1, 1) =
[
dbr(1, 0)
dt
+ br(1, 0)J
]
as(1, 0)
= λrs(1, 0) =©(λrs(0, 0))
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2.1.2 Phase (2) of the CSP refinements
The CSP vectors are now considered functions of the stated vector y, so they are time depen-
dent. The time derivatives of the basis vectors are taken into account, so that high-order terms
are retained which result to a better decoupling between fast and slow modes [38]. Given the CSP
basis vectors from Phase (1), one additional br-refinement yields:
br(2, 1) = τ rr (1, 1)
[
dbr(1, 1)
dt
+ br(1, 1)J
]
= τ rr (1, 1)
[
dbr(1, 0)
dt
+ br(1, 0)J
]
ar(2, 1) = ar(1, 1)
bs(2, 1) = bs(1, 1)
as(2, 1) = [I− ar(2, 1)br(2, 1)]as(1, 1) = [I− ar(1, 1)br(2, 1)]as(1, 0)
where:
λrr(1, 1) =
[
dbr(1, 1)
dt
+ br(1, 1)J
]
ar(1, 1) τ
r
r (1, 1) = [λ
r
r(1, 1)]
−1
The result of the br-refinement is to lower even more the norm of λrs:
λrs(2, 1) =
[
dbr(2, 1)
dt
+ br(2, 1)J
]
as(2, 1) =©(λrs(1, 1)) =©(λrs(1, 0))
=©(2λrs(0, 0))
by an additional order of  = |τM/τM+1| < 1, making the fast time scales “purer”, by decoupling
them from the slow ones, while the decoupling level of the slow time scales with the fast ones is
left unchanged:
λsr(2, 1) =
[
dbs(2, 1)
dt
+ bs(2, 1)J
]
ar(2, 1) =
[
dbs(1, 1)
dt
+ bs(1, 1)J
]
ar(1, 1)
= λsr(1, 1) =©(λsr(1, 0)) =©(λsr(0, 0))
Given the CSP basis vectors after the second br-refinement, an additional ar-refinement yields:
ar(2, 2) =
[
dar(2, 1)
dt
+ br(2, 1)J
]
τ rr (2, 1) =
[
dar(1, 1)
dt
+ Jar(1, 1)
]
τ rr (2, 1)
br(2, 2) = br(2, 1)
as(2, 2) = as(2, 1)
bs(2, 2) = bs(2, 1)[I− ar(2, 2)br(2, 2)] = bs(1, 1)[I− ar(2, 2)br(2, 1)]
where:
λrr(2, 1) =
[
dbr(2, 1)
dt
+ br(2, 1)J
]
ar(2, 1) τ
r
r (2, 1) = [λ
r
r(2, 1)]
−1
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The result of the second ar-refinement is to lower even more the norm of λ
s
r:
λrs(2, 2) =
[
dbs(2, 2)
dt
+ bs(2, 2)J
]
ar(2, 2) =©(λsr(2, 1))
=©(2λsr(1, 0)) =©(2λsr(0, 0))
by an additional order of  = |τM/τM+1| < 1, making the slow modes “purer”, by decoupling them
from the fast modes, while the decoupling of the fast modes from the slow ones is left unchanged:
λrs(2, 2) =
[
dbr(2, 2)
dt
+ br(2, 2)J
]
as(2, 2) =
[
dbr(2, 1)
dt
+ br(2, 1)J
]
as(2, 1)
= λrs(2, 1) =©(λrs(1, 1)) =©(λrs(1, 0)) =©(2λrs(0, 0))
2.1.3 Time derivatives of the Jacobian
In order to calculate the CSP basis vectors in Phase (2), a number of time derivatives of the CSP
vectors must be computed [38]. The main expressions used for this purpose are:
dbr(1, 1)
dt
=
dbr(1, 0)
dt
= τ rr (0, 0)b
r(0, 0)
dJ
dt
[I− ar(0, 0)br(1, 0)] (2.15)
dar(2, 1)
dt
=
dar(1, 1)
dt
= [I− ar(1, 1)br(1, 0)]dJ
dt
ar(0, 0)τ
r
r (1, 0)
− ar(1, 1)db
r(1, 0)
dt
ar(1, 1) (2.16)
dbr(2, 1)
dt
= τ rr (1, 1)
[
dbr(1, 0)
dt
J+ br(1, 0)
dJ
dt
+
d2br(1, 0)
dt2
]
[I− ar(1, 1)br(2, 1)]
− br(2, 1)dar(1, 1)
dt
br(2, 1) (2.17)
where
d2br(1, 0)
dt2
=
[
dτ rr (0, 0)
dt
br(0, 0)
dJ
dt
+ τ rr (0, 0)b
r(0, 0)
d2J
dt
]
[I− ar(0, 0)ar(1, 0)]
− τ rr (0, 0)br(0, 0)
dJ
dt
ar(0, 0)
dbr(1, 0)
dt
(2.18)
The time derivatives involve the evaluation of the time rate change of the Jacobian matrix dJ/dt
and the high order rates d2J/dt2 as well:
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dJ
dt
=
∑
i=1,Ns
∂J
∂yi
dyi
dt
=
∑
i=1,Ns
∂J
∂yi
gi (2.19)
d2J
dt2
=
∑
i,j=1,Ns
[
∂2J
∂yi∂yj
gi +
∂J
∂yi
J
]
gj (2.20)
The fact that the time derivatives of the Jacobian are required for the description of the SIM
and of the slow system only in Phase (2) suggests that the curvature of the SIM contributes in
high order accuracy terms only [38].
2.2 The Criteria to identify the M number of the exhausted modes
The number M of the fast exhausted time scales of the system and the dimensions of the SIM
N −M , might change as a the solution evolves with time. The identification of the number of the
exhausted time scales depends on the order of accuracy that is sought. Here, the criteria for leading
(first) and second order accuracy will be stated. The measure for the order of accuracy will be the
fast/slow time scale ratio  = τM/τM+1.
2.2.1 First order accuracy
Demanding leading order accuracy, the criterion for declaring the M fast time scales exhausted is:
τM+1 |ar(1, 1)f r(1, 1)| < τM
τM+1
|y|+AbsErr (2.21)
where ar(1, 1) is the (N ×M)-dim. matrix containing the M fast CSP basis vectors (see Eq. (2.4))
computed after performing one br- and one ar-refinements and f
r(1, 1) (see Eq. (2.9)) is the M -
dim. vector with the M amplitudes of the M fast CSP modes computed after performing one br-
and one ar-refinements. The first term in the RHS of Eq. (2.21) indicates the relative error allowed
when integrating the slow system, while the second term denotes the equivalent absolute error. The
results that will be reported next were computed by setting AbsErri = 10−16 for all i = 1, . . . , N .
2.2.2 Second order accuracy
Seeking second order accuracy, the criterion for declaring the M fast time scales exhausted is:
τM+1 |ar(2, 1)f r(2, 1)| <
(
τM
τM+1
)2
|y|+AbsErr (2.22)
where the ar(2, 1) (N ×M)-dim. matrix contains the M fast CSP basis vectors (see Eq. (2.4))
computed after performing two br- and one ar-refinements and f
r(2, 1) (see Eq. (2.9)) is the M -
dim. vector with the M amplitudes of the M fast CSP modes computed after performing two
br- and one ar-refinements. As when seeking leading order accuracy, the first term in the RHS of
Eq. (2.22) indicates the relative error allowed when integrating the slow system, while the second
term denotes the equivalent absolute error. The results that will be reported next were computed
by setting AbsErri = 10−16 for all i = 1, . . . , N .
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2.3 The CSP diagnostic tools
CSP allows for the development of a number of computational tools by which the meaningful
physical understanding for the evolution of the system under examination can be acquired.
It is assumed that the vector field g(y) represents 2K physical processes that are represented
by the products SkR
k (k = 1, ..., 2K):
g(y) = S1R
1(y) + S2R
2(y) + . . .S2KR
2K(y) (2.23)
where Sk is the constant stoichiometric vector of the k-th process and R
k(y) is the corresponding
rate. Therefore, the amplitude of the i-th CSP mode f i (i = 1, . . . , N ; see Eq. (2.6)), can be
expressed as:
f i = f i1 + ...+ f
i
2K (2.24)
where f ik(y) = (b
i • Sk)Rk(y). When fm represents an exhausted mode (m = 1, . . . ,M ; see
Eq. (2.9)), Eq. (2.24) yields:
fm = fm1 + ...+ f
m
2K ≈ 0 (2.25)
2.3.1 The CSP Pointer
The variables that are affected the most by the m-th fast time scale and exhibit a significant
influence on the terms participating in the occurring cancelations in the vanishing amplitude of the
m-th mode, see Eq. (2.25), can be identified by the the CSP Pointer for the m-th mode:
Dm = diag[amb
m] = [a1mb
m
1 , ..., a
N
mb
m
N ]
T (2.26)
where due to the orthogonality bm ·am = 1, it follows that a1mbm1 + ...+ aNmbmN = 1, (m = 1, . . . ,M)
[9,20,23]. A value of ajmbmj (j = 1, ..., N) close to unity denotes the association of the j-th variable
with the m-th CSP mode amf
m and the related time scale τm.
2.3.2 The Participation Index
Eq.(2.25) indicates that the decay to negligible values of the exhausted fast amplitudes is the
result of equilibrations emerging among various components in the model. These components are
identified with the use of the Participation Index :
Pmk =
fmk (y)∑2K
j=1 |fmj (y)|
(2.27)
where m denotes the fast CSP mode (m = 1, . . . ,M), k denotes the k-th component (k = 1, ..., 2K)
and by definition |Pm1 |+ ...+ |Pmk | = 1 [9,20,23]. Since only exchausted modes are considered, for
which fm ≈ 0, the following relation also holds: Pm1 + ...+ Pmk ≈ 0. As a result, a relatively large
value of Pmk indicates a large contribution of the k-th process to the constraint developed along the
m-th CSP basis vector am, imposed by the m-th fast time scale, when becomes exhausted.
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2.3.3 The Importance Index
The flow on the SIM is governed by the slow system in Eq. (2.10):
dy
dt
≈ asf s = gslow
The contribution of the k-th process to the evolution on the SIM of the n-th variable in y, according
to the slow system, can be evaluated with the CSP Importance Index, which is defined as follows.
Each element of gslow(y) can be expressed in terms of the 2K processes as:
gnslow(y) = g
n,1
slow(y) + g
n,2
slow(y) + ...+ g
n,2K
slow (y) (2.28)
where gn,2Kslow (y) =
∑N
j=M+1 a
n
j (b
j • Sk)Rk(y), (k = 1, ..., 2K) and anj denoted the n-th element of
the column vector aj (j = M + 1, . . . , N) in as; see Eq.(2.5). The Importance Index is defined as:
Ink =
gn,kslow(y)∑2K
j=1 |gn,jslow(y)|
(2.29)
where by definition |In1 | + |In2 | + ... + |In2K | = 1 [9, 20]. A relatively large value of |Ink | indicates
that the k-th process provides a significant contribution to the evolution of yn on the SIM, while a
relatively small value of |Ink | indicates a negligible contribution.
2.3.4 The Eigenvalue Participation Index
In general, all processes represented in the vector field g(y), see Eq. (2.23), contribute to the
emergence of the M -fast dissipative time scales. The exact contribution of each process can be
identified by the Eigenvalue Participation Index (EPI), which provides the contibution of the k-th
process to the development of the m-th eigenvalue λm. For a real eigenvalue λm it holds that:
λm = q
mJpm (2.30)
where qm and pm are the corresponding left (row) and right (column) eigenvectors of the Jacobian
J. Substituting from Eq. (2.23) yields the following partition of the eigenvalue λm with respect to
the 2K processes:
λm = λ
1
m + λ
2
m + ...+ λ
2K
m (2.31)
where
λkm = q
mSk∇Rkpm, (k = 1, ..., 2K) (2.32)
The EPI is defined as:
Λmk =
λkm∑2K
j=1 |λjm|
(2.33)
By definition |Λn1 |+ |Λn2 |+ ...+ |Λn2K | = 1 and the value of Λnk provides a measure of the influence
of the k-th process to the value of the n-th eigenvalue λn. [8,10] Clearly, reactions whose rates are
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constants cannot contibute to the generation of λn. Negative values of Λ
n
k indicate a trend to of
the k-th process to move the n-th CSP mode towards equilibrium, i.e., fn(y)→ 0. These processes
will be called dissipative ones. On the other hand, positive values of Λnk indicate a trend away from
equilibrium. Naturally, such processes will be declared as explosive ones. Regarding the exhausted
time scales τm(m = 1, ...,M), in which the dissipative processes dominate, a non-negligible negative
Λmk indicates that the rate of the k-th process will act appropriately in order to restore, within a
period of O(τm), the equilibration denoted by the m-th CSP mode f
m(y) ≈ 0. A positive Λmk will
oppose such action.
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Chapter 3
The Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway
Wnt is a protein ligand inside the extracellular space and when it is activated it binds to cell
receptors on the surface of the cell and triggers the signaling process. The main protein that relates
to the Wnt signaling process is thought to be β-catenin. Therefore, the identification of means
to control the concentration of β-catenin is of great importance. The different way of bindings
(i.e., different combinations of Wnt ligands and receptors at the cell surface) defines different Wnt
pathways [27]. One of the most prominent bindings is the Canonical Wnt pathway.
In this study the model introduced by Lee et al. about the Canonical Wnt pathway will be
analyzed. This pathway incorporates two states: (i) the reference state, where there is no Wnt
signaling and the (ii) stimulated state, where the Wnt ligand binds to the cell receptors and trigers
the signaling. As it is shown in Fig. 3.1, the basic functions between the proteins and protein
complexes that take place in these two states are:
Reference state:
• In the absence of Wnt signaling, β-catenin in the cytosol binds to Axin, APC, GSK3 and
CK1a, forming a complex (destruction complex ) [11,26,33],
• inside this complex, β-catenin is phosphorylated by GSK3 and CK1a [26],
• phosphorylated β-catenin is then leaded to ubiquitination and degradation by the proteasome,
so that it does not enter the nucleus of the cell [30],
• in the nucleus the transcription factors of (TCF/LEF) complex bind to transcriptional re-
ceptors so that the activation of Wnt target genes is supressed [5].
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Stimulated state:
• The Wnt-protein ligand binds in the surface of the cell to a (Frizzled/LRP5) receptor complex,
which enables the Dishvelled (Dsh) and Axin proteins in the cytosol [2, 13],
• this signaling leads the destruction complex to accumulate β-catenin, so that β-catenin gets
inside the nucleus [3],
• in the nucleus β-catenin binds to the (TCF/LEF) complex and this leads to the transcription
of theWnt targeted genes [3].
The function of the various proteins and protein complexes, shown in Fig. 3.1, can be briefly
explained as follows. β-catenin is a dual function protein that regulates the coordination of cell-cell
adhesion and gene transcription, as seen in the Wnt pathway. Adenomatous Polyposis Coli (APC )
is a negative regulator protein that controls β-catenin concentrations, Glycogen Synthase Kinase-
3β (GSK3β) is a protein kinase that mediates the addition of phosphate molecules onto serine and
threonine amino acid residues, Casein Kinase 1a (CK1a) is a protein kinase which is serine and
threonine selective enzyme. Axin is a protein that in humans is encoded by the AXIN1 gene. The
(TCF/LEF) family is a group of transcription factors which bind to DNA through a high mobility
group domain.
Figure 3.1: left; the absence of Wnt ligand let the destruction complex (CKIα, GSK3β, APC, Axin)
to hyperphosphorylate β-catenin which then is a target for ubiqitination and degradation by the proteo-
some. right; the binding of Wnt ligand to a Frizzled, LRP-5/6 receptor complex leads to the stabilization of
the hypophosphorylated β-catenin which then interacts with TCF/LEF proteins in the nucleus to activate
transcription; CKIα is a casein kinase that was found to play a role in the Wnt model [31], in the model by
Lee et al. that we study in this work CKIα and LRP-5/6 are not taken into account [25]; this figure was
originally created by [6]
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3.1 The Wnt/β-catenin signaling model
The Wnt model introduced by Lee et al., as it is shown in Fig.(3.2), introduced results that (i)
reproduced the Wnt pathway experimental results [24, 25, 34] in the reference state and (ii) were
used to predict the behavior of the system during the stimulated state as well [25].
The Wnt model, which is depicted in Fig. 3.2, includes 17 reactions (steps) and 15 proteins
and protein complexes (species). Except reactions 6, 7, 8, 16 and 17, all other reactions are uni-
directional. The most important features of this model are (i) the participation of β-catenin in core
complexes and (ii) the phosphorylation and destruction of β-catenin. Except from β-catenin, these
complexes include the proteins GSK3β, APC and Axin. The steps that assemble or decompose
these complexes are the forward reactions 4-10. Among the various steps of the pathway are: (i)
the synthesis of Axin and of β-catenin (reactions 14 and 12), (ii) the degradation of Axin (reaction
15), (iii) the Axin-dependent degradation of β-catenin (reaction 13), and (iv) the steps participating
in the Destruction Core Cycle in order for phosphorylated β-catenin to be degraded (reactions 8,
9, 10, 11) [25].
(β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)(β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
β-catenin*
(APC/Axin/GSK3)
GSK3
APC/Axin( / i )
β-catenin/APC( )
Axin
APC
β-catenin
TCF
(β-catenin/TCF)
Dshi Dsha
Wnt (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
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1617
Figure 3.2: The 17 reaction scheme of the Wnt pathway by Lee et al.; single arrows characterize one
way reactions, double arrows denote binding equilibria, broken arrows represent: Dsh activation by Wnt-
stimulation, Dsh-mediated initiation of the release of GSK3β from the destruction complex and degradation
of Axin through APC mediation (arrows 1,3,15); asterisks denote phosphorylation.
In the reference state where there is no Wnt signaling Wnt = 0. As suggested by Fig. 3.2, Dsh
is inactive and it does not affect the degradation complex, so that the concentration of β-catenin is
expected to stay low due to the continuous phosphorylation and degradation. In the stimulated state
Wnt = 1, so that the concentration of β-catenin is expected to be higher, producing larger amounts
of (β-catenin/TCF). As a result the concentrations of β-catenin* and TCF are expected to be
lower. The concentration of Axin is constant whether we have the reference or the stimulated state
because Axin synthesis and degradation are independent of the Wnt-stimulation. These estimates
will be validated in the following sections, when numerical results will be presented.
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All the reaction rates of the model are listed in Table 3.1. The rate equations presented in
Table 3.1 are functions of mass action rate constants kj for j = 1, ..., 17 and concentrations Xi
for i = 1, ..., 15. The values of the rate constants and of the initial conditions for the concentra-
tions employed here are listed in Table 3.2. The initial conditions of the concentrations for Dshi
(X1), APC (X7), TCF (X13), GSK3 (X5), Axin (X12) and β-catenin (X11), see Table 3.2, were
determined experimentaly by Lee et al. using Western blot analysis (Western blot analysis is a
widely used analytical technique used to detect specific proteins in a sample of tissue homogenate
or extract) [25]. The initial value for the concentration of β-catenin* (X10) was estimated, because
it couldn’t be specified by experiment [25]. The initial conditions for the remaining concentrations
were specified (i) by assuming initial absence of (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X3), (APC/Axin/GSK3)
(X4), (β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X8) and (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) and (ii)
by employing the conservation laws for Dsha (X2), (APC/Axin) (X6) and (β-catenin/APC) (X15).
The dissociation constants Ki = k−i/k+i for i = 7, 8, 16, 17 were estimated using experimental
results. The rate constants k4, k5, k−6, k+6, k9 − k15 were calculated using dissociation constants
data and conservation laws, along with steady state concentrations [25]. The values of parameters
that remain unknown were chosen so that the β-catenin degradation rate matched the experimental
results [27].
The model has 4 conservation equations, depicted in Table 3.3. The time derivatives of the sums
participating in the conservation equations equal to zero. The conserved quantities are the total
concetrations of Dsh, GSK3, APC and TCF and their values are given in Table 3.3.
Lee et al. assumed that the reversible binding steps involving APC (step 7), Axin (step 8),
TCF (step 16) and β-catenin (step 17) are very fast and equilibrate with their forward steps
[25]. As a result, the Partial Equilibrium approximation holds for reactions 7, 8, 16 and 17, so that
V7f − V7b ≈ 0, V8f − V8b ≈ 0, V16f − V16 ≈ 0 and V17f − V17b ≈ 0.
Implementation of these four approximation yields a 15 dimensional ODE system, in which the
rates of the reactions in partial equilibrium (V7, V8, V16 and V17) are substituted by the equilibrium
relations that involve the remaining rates V4−V6, V9 and V12−V15. A complete list of the modified
ODE system is presented in Table 3.4. The differential equations that are altered with the imple-
mentation of the four Partial Equilibrium approximations are those involving the rate of change
of X˙3, X˙6, X˙7, X˙8, X˙11-X˙15. The use of Cm for m = 1, ..., 90 notation is due to the complexity of
these functions.
The concentration of the Wnt-ligand is denoted by W . In the absence of Wnt signaling (W = 0)
the rate of the first reaction is zero (V1 = 0), so that the rate of change equations for X1 and X2
reduce to X˙1 = V2 and X˙2 = −V2. Given the initial conditions X1(t = 0) = 100 and X2(t = 0) = 0,
V1(t) = V2(t) = V3(t) = 0, so that and X˙1 = X˙2 = 0.
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Table 3.1: The reactions rates Vk, (k = 1, ..., 17) are functions of the concentrations of the
proteins and protein complexes Xi, (i = 1, ..., 15) in the model. Binding and dissociation processes
(reactions 6, 7, 8, 16 and 17) are bidirectional. Synthesis processes (12 and 14) have constant
rates. In V1, W=0 or 1 in the reference or stimulated state, respectively.
V1 = k1 ∗W ∗X1 activation of Dsh by Wnt
V2 = k2 ∗X2 deactivation of Dsh
V3 = k3 ∗X2 ∗X4 dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex
V4 = k4 ∗X4 phosphorylation of Axin and APC
V5 = k5 ∗X3 dephosphorylation of Axin and APC
V6 = k
+
6 ∗X5 ∗X6 − k−6 ∗X4 binding of GSK3 to the (APC/Axin) complex
and dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex
V7 = k
+
7 ∗X7 ∗X12 − k−7 ∗X6 binding of APC to Axin
and dissociation of APC from the (APC/Axin) complex
V8 = k
+
8 ∗X3 ∗X11 − k−8 ∗X8 binding of β-catenin to the destruction complex
and dissociation of β-catenin from the destruction complex
V9 = k9 ∗X8 phosphorylation of β-catenin
V10 = k10 ∗X9 dissociation of phosphorylated β-catenin
V11 = k11 ∗X10 degradation of phosphorylated β-catenin
V12 = k12 synthesis of β-catenin
V13 = k13 ∗X11 degradation of β-catenin
V14 = k14 synthesis of Axin
V15 = k15 ∗X12 degradation of Axin
V16 = k
+
16 ∗X11 ∗X13 − k−16 ∗X14 binding of TCF to β-catenin
and dissociation of TCF from (β-catenin/TCF)
V17 = k
+
17 ∗X7 ∗X11 − k−17 ∗X15 binding of APC to β-catenin
and dissociation of APC from (β-catenin/APC)
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Table 3.2: (a) The initial concentrations for the variables in the model, taken from Lee et al. [25] (b) The
values of the rate constants ki in the model; Ki are the dissociation constants; k12 and k14 are the synthesis
fluxes (constants); kinetic parameters marked with (#) play a role only in the stimulated state. Notation is
adapted from Lee et al.; nM stands for ”nano Mol” and min stands for ”minutes”.
(a)
Symbol Description values
X1 Dshi 100 nM
X2 Dsha 0 nM
X3 (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0 nM
X4 (APC/Axin/GSK3) 0 nM
X5 GSK3 50.0 nM
X6 (APC/Axin) 0.039 nM
X7 APC 100 nM
X8 (β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0 nM
X9 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0 nM
X10 β-catenin* 1.00 nM
X11 β-catenin 35.0 nM
X12 Axin 0.02 nM
X13 TCF 6.92 nM
X14 (β-catenin/TCF) 8.07 nM
X15 (β-catenin/APC) 2.83 nM
(b)
Symbol values
k1(#) 0.182 min
−1
k2(#) 1.82 · 10−2 min−1
k3(#) 5.00 · 10−2 nM−1min−1
k4 0.264 min
−1
k5 0.133 min
−1
k6 9.09 · 10−2 nM−1min−1
k−6 0.909 min−1
K7 50 nM
K8 120 nM
k9 206 min
−1
k10 206 min
−1
k11 0.417 min
−1
k12 0.423 nM min
−1
k13 2.57 · 10−4 min−1
k14 8.22 · 10−5 nM min−1
k15 0.167 min
−1
K16 30 nM
K17 1200 nM
Table 3.3: The existing conservation equations. Xi, (i = 1, ..., 15) are the concentrations
of proteins and protein complexes in the model. Concentrations marked with o are total (con-
stants). Notation as in Lee et al. [25]
X1 +X2 = Dsh
o = 100 nM
X3 +X4 +X5 +X8 +X9 = GSK3
o =50 nM
X3 +X4 +X6 +X7 +X8 +X9 +X15 = APC
o = 100 nM
X13 +X14 = TCF
o = 15 nM
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Table 3.4: The system of differential equations governing the temporal evolution of the concen-
trations of proteins and protein complexes, assuming that rates V7, V8, V16 and V17 are in Partial
Equilibrium (left); correspondence of Xi, (i = 1, ..., 15) to protein and protein complexes (right);
Cm, (m = 1, ..., 90) are functions of concentrations Xi and of the dissociation constants K7, K8,
K16 and K17. Notation as in Lee et al. [25].
X˙1 = −V1 + V2 Dshi
X˙2 = V1 − V2 Dsha
X˙3 =
∑6
i=3 C4−iVi + C5V9 + C6V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci−5Vi (APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
X˙4 = −V3 − V4 + V5 + V6 (APC/Axin/GSK3)
X˙5 = V3 − V6 GSK3
X˙6 =
∑6
i=3 C8+iVi + C15V9 + C16V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci+5Vi (APC/Axin)
X˙7 =
∑6
i=3 C18+iVi + C25V9 + C26V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci+15Vi APC
X˙8 =
∑6
i=3 C28+iVi + C35V9 + C36V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci+25Vi (β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
X˙9 = V9 − V10 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
X˙10 = V10 − V11 β-catenin*
X˙11 =
∑6
i=3 C38+iVi + C45V9 + C46V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci+35Vi β-catenin
X˙12 =
∑6
i=3 C48+iVi + C55V9 + C56V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci+45Vi Axin
X˙13 =
∑6
i=3 C58+iVi + C65V9 + C66V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci+55Vi TCF
X˙14 =
∑6
i=3 C68+iVi + C75V9 + C76V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci+65Vi (β-catenin/TCF)
X˙15 =
∑6
i=3 C78+iVi + C85V9 + C86V10 +
∑15
i=12 Ci+75Vi (β-catenin/APC)
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3.2 The dynamics of the Wnt model
The modified Wnt model presented in Table 3.4 was integrated for the reference and stimulated
states and the related two solutions are presented in Fig. (3.3). In the reference state, shown at the
top of Fig. (3.3), Dsh is inactive and the concentrations of Dshi and Dsha stay constant, X1 = 100
and X2 = 0 respectively. As explained in Chapter 3.1, the inactivation of Dsh is the reason for
the lower values of the concentration of β-catenin (X11), relative to those in the stimulated state,
due to continuous phosphorylation and degradation. In the stimulated state the concentration of
β-catenin* (X10) decreases from 1 nM (reference state) to 0.92 nM (stimulated state), shown in
Fig. (3.3) by the magenta line. The concentration of the (β-catenin/TCF) (X14) increases in the
stimulated state from 6.83 nM (reference state) to 12.5 nM (stimulated state), shown in Fig. (3.3)
by the dark tirquaz line. The increase in the stimulated state of the concentration of β-catenin
(X11) changes the concentration of (β-catenin/APC ) (X15) from 2.05 nM in the reference state to
11.3 nM in the stimulated state, shown in Fig. (3.3) by the green line. The concentration of Axin
(X12) is constant due to the rate of Axin synthesis (V14 = k14), shown in Fig. (3.3) by the violet
line.
The modified Wnt model which is analyzed here was constructed by applying the PE approxi-
mation for 4 reactions that were included in the full model of Lee et al. [25]. Therefore, the related
4 time scales of the original Wnt model are considered exhausted. Given the 4 conservation laws
stated in Table 3.3 and the 4 PE approximations, the solution of the modified 15-dim. Wnt model
evolves in a 7-dim. subspace of the state space.
The 7 bounded time scales of the modified Wnt model are displayed in Fig.( 3.4), for the
reference and stimulated state. The first 6 time scales are of dissipative character throughout the
computational domain. The time scale τ7 is of explosive character in the period (0 < t < 0.63 min)
in the reference state and (0 < t < 0.54 min) in the stimulated, obtaining a dissipative character
after these periods. It is observed that in both cases significant gaps develop among the time scales
of the system, so that the multi-scale character of the model is verified. The basic difference between
the two states relates to τ5 (yellow line), which becomes faster in the simulated state by an ©(10)
relative to the reference state.
Using the kinetic parameters and the initial conditions displayed in Table 3.2, the modified Wnt
model in Table 3.4 will be analyzed by employing CSP analysis. The use of the CSP algorithm is
validated by the time scale separations that develop.
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Figure 3.3: The temporal evolution of the 15 concentrations of the system’s proteins and protein com-
plexes. Top: the reference state; the concentrations of X1 and X2 are constant at their initial values 100 nM
and 0, respectively. Bottom: the stimulated state.
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Figure 3.4: The temporal evolution of the 7 time scales of the system. Top: the reference state. Bottom:
the stimulated state.
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Chapter 4
CSP analysis on the Wnt/β model
The modified Wnt model, Table 3.4, will be analyzed with the CSP method in the reference state
(Wnt = 0) and stimulated state (Wnt = 1). The CSP diagnostics will be discussed for both
states. In the next sections (i) the 15 proteins (species) will be classified according to their relation
to the fast dissipative time scales, (ii) the contribution of the 17 reactions (steps) in the model to
the formation of the SIM will be investigated, (iii) the reactions contributing to the flow along the
SIM will be identified and (iv) the reactions generating the fast time scales will be presented. The
results in (i)-(iv) will be discussed separately and combined, in order to get a better insight for the
dynamics of the model. The analysis will be restricted in the 7-dim. subspace of the state space, in
which the solution of the modified Wnt model evolves. Inside this subspace, it will be shown that
the number M of the fast processes that become exhausted changes with time.
4.1 The reference state
In this section, the case without Wnt stimulation (Wnt = 0) will be examined, so that the rates
V1, V2 and V3 are inactive and the X1 and X2 species do not participate see Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Shown in Fig. (4.1) is the temporal evolution of the number M fast time scales of the modified
Wnt model that are considered exhausted. The value of M was determined by requiring leading
and second order accuracy in approximating the SIM and the slow model, according to the criteria
discussed in Section 2.2. Let M1 denote the number of the exhausted time scales determined by
the criterion assuring leading order accuracy, Eq. (2.21), which requires the implementation of
one br-refinement and one ar-refinement. Let also M2 denote the number of the exhausted time
scales determined by the criterion assuring second order accuracy, Eq. (2.22), which requires the
implementation of two br-refinements and one ar-refinement. It is shown in Fig. (4.1) that M1
and M2 increase monotonically, from 1 to 4. The value of M cannot increase beyond that value
since the three slower time scales remain close and no gap is developing among them. It is further
demonstrated that M1 increases sooner than M2. This feature is reasonable, since higher order
accuracy requires the solution to travel a longer distance along the SIM, so that the fast amplitudes
f r can decay further [10,17].
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Figure 4.1: The evolution of the seven bounded time scales of the modified model in the reference state
is displayed and it is shown that the number of fast time scales M increases with time; the time scales τi,
(i = 1, ..., 7) are denoted in black; M1 (blue) denotes the number of the exhausted time scales when leading
order accuracy is required; M2 (red) denotes the number of the exhausted time scales when second order
accuracy is required.
The species that associate with the exhausted fast time scales will be identified by the CSP
Pointer (PO), Eq.(2.26) and the reactions contributing to the formation of the M -dim. SIM will
be identified by the Participation Index (PI), Eq.(2.27). The reactions that drive the solution along
the M -dim. SIM will be identified by the Importance Index (II), Eq. (2.29) and the reactions that
are responsible for the generation of the M exhausted fast time scales will be identified with the
Eigenvalue Participation Index (EPI), Eq.(2.33).
In the following, the dynamics of the modified Wnt model will be discussed at selected points
in time. These points are located inside periods in which M stays constant. The dynamics that will
be reported at these points are representative of the prevailing dynamics in these periods.
4.1.1 One exhausted mode
In the period 0.3 < t < 2.1 min, (M = 1), see Fig (4.1). The numerical results that will be reported
in this section were computed at t = 1.65 min. These results did not changed significantly during
the period in which M = 1, so that the conclusions that will be reached are valid throughout this
period.
Table 4.1 shows that the pointed variable is the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*
/GSK3) complex.
Table 4.2 shows that the reactions 9 and 10 are those that contribute the most to the generation
of the 4 + M = 5-dim. SIM ; i.e., V9 − V10 ≈ 0. Given that the PO identifies the concentration
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Table 4.1: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer (PO), in the case where M = 1; bold
indicates the species pointed the most.
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.81
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.18
of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) and the PI identifies reactions 9 and 10, it follows that
this exhausted CSP mode relates to the Quasi Steady State of the pointed variable, since according
to Table 3.4 X˙9 = V9 − V10.
Table 4.2: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most pointed
marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4 (those
providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those with the
- sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.5), -10(-0.5)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
Table 4.3 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1; i.e., those that exhibit
the largest EPIs. It is shown that the contribution to the largest eigenvalue λ1 is 81% of reac-
tion 10 and 18% by reaction 9. Both of these reactions have to do with the concentration of (β-
catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3). This suggests that the speed by which the fastest mode becomes
exhausted, (f1 ≈ 0) has to do mainly with the dissociation of the phosphorylated β-catenin (V10)
and lesser by the degradation of the phosphorylated β-catenin (V9) .
Table 4.3: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most pointed
marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed in column
4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.18), -10(-0.81)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 5-dim. SIM are
depicted in column 2 of Table 4.4. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate of
change of these 8 proteins and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reaction
rates indicated in column 3. The reactions that provide the most significant contribution are 4, 6, 9,
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Table 4.4: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by the
Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 4, -5, 9, -12 d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V4,−V5,+V9,−V12)
(APC/Axin/GSK3) -4, 5, 6f, -6b d[(APC/Axin/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V4,+V5,+V6)
GSK3 -6f, 6b d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(−V6)
(APC/Axin) -6f, 6b d[(APC/Axin)]dt ≈ f(−V6)
APC -6f, 9, -12, 6b d[APC]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12,−V6)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 4, -5 d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V4,−V5)
β-catenin* 9, -11 d[β-catenin*]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V11)
β-catenin -9, 12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12)
11 and 12. These reactions have to do with (i) phosphorylation of Axin and APC (4), (ii) binding
of GSK3 to the (APC/Axin) complex and dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex (6),
(iii) phosphorylation of β-catenin (9), (iv) degradation of phosphorylated β-catenin (11) and (v)
synthesis of β-catenin (12).
4.1.2 Two exhausted modes
At time 2.2 < t < 3.8 min, (M = 2), see Fig (4.1). The numerical results that will be reported in
this section were computed at t = 3.35 min. The results at t = 3.35 min are valid thoughtout the
period in which M = 2.
Table 4.5 shows that the two pointed variables are the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*
/GSK3) and the concentration of (APC/Axin).
Table 4.5: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer (PO), in the case where M = 2; bold
indicates the species pointed the most
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.82
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.18
2 (APC/Axin) 0.73
(APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.25
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Table 4.6 shows that the reactions that contribute the most to the generation of the 4 +
M = 6-dim. SIM are: (i) reactions 9 and 10 for the first exhausted mode and (ii) reactions
6f and 6b for the second exhausted mode . Given that the PO identifies the concentration of (β-
catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) and the PI identifies reactions 9 and 10, it follows that the
first CSP exhausted mode relates to the Quasi Steady State of the pointed variable, since accord-
ing to Table 3.4 X˙9 = V9 − V10. The PO identifies the concentration of (APC/Axin) and the PI
identifies reactions 6f and 6b, it follows that the V6f and V6b equilibrate so that we can assume
that the PEA is valid for the reaction 6, V6f − V6b ≈ 0.
Table 4.6: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most pointed
marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4 (those
providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those with the
- sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.5), -10(-0.5)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 f2 (APC/Axin), (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -6f(-0.48), 6b(0.46)
Table 4.7 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1 and λ2. It is shown that the
contribution to the largest eigenvalue λ1 is 82% by reaction 10 and 18% by reaction 9. Both of these
reactions have to do with the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3). This suggests that
the speed by which the fastest mode becomes exhausted, (f1 ≈ 0) has to do mainly with the disso-
ciation of the phosphorylated β-catenin (V10) and lesser by the degradation of the phosphorylated
β-catenin (V9) . The contribution to λ2 is 73% of reaction 6f and 23% by reaction 6b. The forward
reaction (6f) has to do with the synthesis of (APC/Axin/GSK3) from GSK3 and (APC/Axin) and
the backward reaction (6b) has to do with the degradation of (APC/Axin/GSK3). So the speed
by which the second fast mode becomes exhausted (f2 ≈ 0) has to do mainly with the speed that
(APC/Axin) produced and lesser by the speed it is consumed.
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 6-dimensional SIM are
depicted in column 2 of Table 4.8. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate of change
of these 7 protein and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reactions indicated
in column 3. The reactions that provide significant contribution to the slow components are 4, 5, 9,
11 and 12 that have to do with (i) phosphorylation of Axin and APC (4), (ii) dephosphorylation
of Axin and APC (5), (iii) phosphorylation of β-catenin (9), (iv) degradation of phosphorylated
β-catenin (11) and (v) synthesis of β-catenin (12). We observe that given the rising equilibria of
6f and 6b namely the equilibria between the binding and the dissociation of GSK3 to and from
the (APC/Axin) complex reaction 5 arises to define the slow evolution on the SIM.
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Table 4.7: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most pointed
marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed in column
4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.18), -10(-0.82)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 λ2 (APC/Axin), (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -6f(-0.73), +6b(0.23)
Table 4.8: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by the
Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 4, -5, 9 d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(V4,−V5,+V9)
(APC/Axin/GSK3) -4, 5, -15 d[(APC/Axin/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V4,+V5,−V15)
GSK3 -4, 5, -14, 15 d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(−V4,+V5,−V14,+V15)
APC -4, 9, -12 d[APC]dt ≈ f(−V4,+V9,−V12)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 4, -5, -9, 12 d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V4,−V5,−V9,+V12)
β-catenin* 9, -11 d[β-catenin*]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V11)
β-catenin -9, 12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12)
4.1.3 Three exhausted modes
At time 4 < t < 27 min, (M = 3), see Fig (4.1). The numerical results that will be reported in this
section were computed at t = 21.24 min. The results at t = 21.24 min are valid thoughtout the
period in which M = 3.
Table 4.9 shows that the three pointed variables are the concentrations of (β-catenin*/APC*
/Axin*/GSK3), (APC/Axin) and β-catenin*.
Table 4.10 shows that the reactions that contribute the most to the generation of the 4+M = 6-
dim. SIM are: (i) reactions 9 and 10 for the first exhausted mode, (ii) reactions 6f and 6b for the
second exhausted mode and (iii) 4, 5, 10 and 11 for the third exhausted mode. Given that the
PO identifies the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) and the PI identifies
reactions 9 and 10, it follows that the first CSP mode relates to the Quasi Steady State of the
pointed variable, since according to Table 3.4 X˙9 = V9 − V10. The PO identifies the concentration
of (APC/Axin) (X6) and the PI identifies reactions 6f and 6b, it follows that the V6f and V6b
equilibrate so that we can assume that the PEA is valid for the reaction 6, V6f − V6b ≈ 0. The PO
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Table 4.9: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer (PO), in the case where M=3; bold
indicates the species pointed the most
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.86
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.14
2 (APC/Axin) 0.74
(APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.25
3 β-catenin* 1.00
identifies the concentration of β-catenin* (X10) and the PI indicates that there is an equilibria
between reactions V10 and V11 and V4 and V5 so that −V4 + V5 + V10 − V11 ≈ 0.
Table 4.10: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4
(those providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those
with the - sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.5), -10(0.5)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 f2 (APC/Axin), (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -6f(-0.46), 6b(0.46)
3 f3 β-catenin* -4(-0.13), 5(0.14), 10(0.34),
-11(-0.35)
Table 4.11 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1, λ2 and λ3. It is shown
that the contribution to the first two eigenvalues are the same reactions as in the case for the two
exhausted modes, Section 4.1.2. The contribution to λ3 is by reaction 11. The reaction has to do with
the degradation of β-catenin* by the destruction complex and the proteasome respectively. This
suggests that the speed by which the third fast mode becomes exhausted (f3 ≈ 0) has to do with
the speed by β-catenin* is degraded.
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 7-dim. SIM are depicted
in column 2 of Table 4.12. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate of change of
these 6 proteins and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reactions indicated
in column 3. The reactions that provide significant contribution to the slow components are 4, 5,
9 and 12 that have to do with (i) phosphorylation of Axin and APC, (ii) dephosphorylation of
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Table 4.11: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most pointed
marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed in column
4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.14), -10(-0.86)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 λ2 (APC/Axin), (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -6f(-0.74), +6b(0.23)
3 λ3 β-catenin* -11(-1.0)
Table 4.12: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by
the Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 4, -5, 9, -12 d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V4,−V5,+V9,−V12)
(APC/Axin/GSK3) -4, 5, 14, -15 d[(APC/Axin/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V4,+V5,+V14,−V15)
GSK3 -4, 5, -14, 15 d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(−V4,+V5,−V14,+V15)
APC 9, -12 d[APC]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 4, -5, -9, 12 d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V4,−V5,−V9,+V12)
β-catenin -9, 12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12)
Axin and APC, (iii) phosphorylation of β-catenin and (iv) synthesis of β-catenin. Given the rising
equilibria of reactions 10 and 11 namely dissociation of phosphorylated β-catenin and degradation
of phosphorylated β-catenin reaction 11 has negligible role in the slow evolution along the SIM.
4.1.4 Four exhausted modes
At time 28 < t < 5000 min, (M = 4), see Fig (4.1). The numerical results that will be reported in
this section were computed at t = 2600 min. The results at t = 2600 min are valid thoughtout the
period in which M = 3.
Table 4.13 shows that the four pointed variables are the concentrations of (β-catenin*/APC*
/Axin*/GSK3), (APC/Axin), β-catenin* and (APC/Axin/GSK3).
Table 4.14 shows that the reactions that contribute the most to the generation of the 4+M = 8-
dim. SIM are (i) reactions 9 and 10 for the first exhausted mode, (ii) reactions 6f and 6b for the
second exhausted mode, (iii) reactions 10 and 11 for the third exhausted mode and (iv) reactions
4, 5, 6f and 6b for the fourth exhausted mode. Given the first two exhausted modes the results are
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Table 4.13: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer (PO); bold indicates the species
pointed the most
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.85
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.15
2 (APC/Axin) 0.74
(APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.25
3 β-catenin* 1.00
4 (APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.52
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.29
(APC/Axin) 0.15
the same as in Section 4.1.4, for the third exhausted mode PO identifies the concentration of β-
catenin* (X10) and the PI identifies reactions 10 and 11, it follows that the third CSP mode relates
to the Quasi Steady State of the pointed variable, since according to Table 3.4 X˙10 = V10−V11. For
the fourth exhausted mode the PO identifies (APC/Axin/GSK3) (X4) and the PI produces the
equilibration V4 ≈ V5, given the equilibration V6f ≈ V6b and that V3 = 0 we can assume that
(APC/Axin/GSK3) is amenable to QSSA, since according to Table 3.4 X˙4 = −V3 − V4 + V5 + V6
Table 4.14: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4
(those providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those
with the - sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.5), -10(-0.5)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 f2 (APC/Axin), (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -6f(-0.49), 6b(0.49)
3 f3 β-catenin* 10(0.5), -11(-0.48)
4 f4 (APC/Axin/GSK3), -4(-0.11), 5(0.11),
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -6f(0.38), 6b(-0.38)
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Table 4.15 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4. It is shown
that the contribution to the first three eigenvalues are the same reactions as in the case for the three
exhausted modes, Section 4.1.3. The contribution to λ4 is 48% by reaction 4, 21% by reaction 5 and
10% by reactions 6f and 6b. Reaction 4 has to do with the phosphorylation of (APC/Axin/GSK3),
reaction 5 has to do with the dephosphorylation of (APC*/Axin*/GSK3). Reactions 6f and 6b have
to do with the synthesis of (APC/Axin/GSK3) from (GSK3 and (APC/Axin)) and degradation of
(APC/Axin/GSK3) respectively.
Table 4.15: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (largest
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed
in column 4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.15), -10(-0.85)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 λ2 (APC/Axin), (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -6f(-0.73), +6b(0.23)
3 λ3 β-catenin* -11(-1.0)
4 λ4 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -4(-0.48), -5(-0.21),
(APC/Axin) -6f(-0.11), -6b(-10)
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 8-dim. SIM are depicted
in column 2 of Table 4.16. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate of change of
these 7 proteins and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reactions indicated
in column 3. The reactions that provide significant contribution to the slow components are 9, 12,
14 and 15 that have to do with (i ) phosphorylation of β-catenin, (ii) synthesis of β-catenin, (iii)
synthesis of Axin and (iv) degradation of Axin respectively. Given the rising equilibria of reactions
4 and 5 namely phosphorylation of Axin and APC, dephosphorylation of Axin and APC reactions
14 and 15 arise to provide significant role in the slow evolution along the SIM.
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Table 4.16: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by
the Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 9, -12, 14, -15 d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12,+V14,−V15)
GSK3 9, -12, -14, 15 d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12,−V14,+V15)
APC 9, -12 d[APC]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -9, 12, +14, -15 d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12,+V14,−V15)
β-catenin -9, 12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12)
4.2 The stimulated state
Here, the case with Wnt stimulation (Wnt = 1) will be examined, so in contrast with the reference
state the rates V1, V2 and V3 are active and the X1 and X2 species participate.
Shown in Fig. (4.2) is the temporal evolution of the number M fast time scales of the modified
Wnt model that are considered exhausted. The value of M was determined by requiring leading
and second order accuracy in approximating the SIM and the slow model, according to the criteria
discussed in Section 2.2. M1 denotes the number of the exhausted time scales determined by the
criterion assuring leading order accuracy, Eq. (2.21), which requires the implementation of one br-
refinement and one ar-refinement. M2 denote the number of the exhausted time scales determined
by the criterion assuring second order accuracy, Eq. (2.22), which requires the implementation
of two br-refinements and one ar-refinement. It is shown in Fig. (4.2) that M1 and M2 increase
monotonically, as in the reference state shown in Fig. (4.1), now from 1 to 5. The value of M cannot
increase beyond that value since no gap develops between that two slowest time scales. It is also
demonstrated that M1 increases sooner than M2. This feature was explained in the reference state,
Section 4.1.
The results from the CSP diagnostics will be presented in the same way as in the reference
state. The species that associate with the exhausted fast time scales will be identified by the CSP
Pointer (PO), Eq.(2.26) and the reactions contributing to the formation of the M -dim. SIM will
be identified by the Participation Index (PI), Eq.(2.27). The reactions that drive the solution along
the M -dim. SIM will be identified by the Importance Index (II), Eq. (2.29) and the reactions that
are responsible for the generation of the M exhausted fast time scales will be identified with the
Eigenvalue Participation Index (EPI), Eq.(2.33).
In the following, the dynamics of the modified Wnt model will be discussed at selected points
in time as in the reference state, Section 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: The evolution of the seven bounded time scales of the modified model in the stimulated state
is displayed and it is shown that the number of fast time scales M increases with time; the time scales τi,
(i = 1, ..., 7) are denoted in black; M1 (blue) denotes the number of the exhausted time scales when leading
order accuracy is required; M2 (red) denotes the number of the exhausted time scales when second order
accuracy is required.
4.2.1 One exhausted mode
At time 0.2 < t < 3.7 min, (M = 1), see Fig (4.2). The numerical results that will be reported in
this section were computed at t = 3.35 min. The results at t = 3.35 min are valid throughout the
period in which M = 1.
Table 4.17 shows that the pointed variable is the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*
/GSK3).
Table 4.17: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer in the stimulated state; bold indicates
the species pointed the most
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.81
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.18
Table 4.18 shows that the reactions 9 and 10 are those that contribute the most to the generation
of the 4 + M = 5-dim. SIM ; i.e., V9 − V10 ≈ 0. Given that the PO identifies the concentration
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of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) and the PI identifies reactions 9 and 10, it follows that
this exhausted CSP mode relates to the Quasi Steady State of the pointed variable, since according
to Table 3.4 X˙9 = V9 − V10.
Table 4.18: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4
(those providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those
with the - sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.5), -10(-0.5)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
Table 4.19 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1; i.e., those that exhibit
the largest EPIs. It is shown that the contribution to the largest eigenvalue λ1 is 81% of reac-
tion 10 and 18% by reaction 9. Both of these reactions have to do with the concentration of (β-
catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3). This suggests that the speed by which the fastest mode becomes
exhausted, (f1 ≈ 0) has to do mainly with the dissociation of the phosphorylated β-catenin (V10)
and lesser by the degradation of the phosphorylated β-catenin (V9) .
Table 4.19: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most pointed
marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed in column
4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.18), -10(-0.81)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 5-dim. SIM are depicted
in column 2 of Table 4.20. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate of change of these
10 proteins and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reaction rates indicated in
column 3. The reactions that provide the most significant contribution are 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11 and
12. These reactions have to do with (i) the activation of Dsh by the Wnt signal (reaction 1), (ii) the
dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex (reaction 3), (iii) phosphorylation of Axin and
APC (reaction 4), (iv) dephosphorylation of Axin and APC (reaction 5), (v) binding of GSK3 to
the (APC/Axin) complex and dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex (reaction 6), (vi)
phosphorylation of β-catenin (reaction 9), (vii) degradation of phosphorylated β-catenin (reaction
11) and (viii) synthesis of β-catenin (reaction 12).
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Table 4.20: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by
the Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
Dshi -1, 2
d[Dshi]
dt ≈ f(−V1,+V2)
Dsha 1, -2
d[Dsha]
dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2)
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 4, -5, 9 d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V4,−V5,+V9)
(APC/Axin/GSK3) -3, -4, 6f, -6b d[(APC/Axin/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V3,−V4,+V6)
GSK3 3, -6f, 6b d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(+V3,−V6)
(APC/Axin) 3, -6f, 6b d[(APC/Axin)]dt ≈ f(+V3,−V6)
APC 3, -6f, 9, -12, 6b d[APC]dt ≈ f(+V3,−V6,+V9,−V12)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 4, -5 -9, 12 d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V4,−V5,−V9,+V12)
β-catenin* 9, -11 d[β-catenin*]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V11)
β-catenin -9, 12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12)
4.2.2 Two exhausted modes
At time t = 3.7 < t < 4.5 min, (M = 2), see Fig (4.2). The numerical results that will be reported
in this section were computed at t = 4.22 min. The results at t = 4.22 min are valid throughout
the period in which M = 2.
Table 4.21 shows that the pointed variables are the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*
/GSK3) and (APC/Axin/GSK3).
Table 4.21: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer in the stimulated state; bold indicates
the species pointed with the larger contribution
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer contribution
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.81
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.18
2 (APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.55
(APC/Axin) 0.44
Table 4.22 shows that the reactions that contribute the most to the generation of the 4 +M =
6-dim. SIM are: (i) reactions 9 and 10 for the first exhausted mode and (ii) reactions 3, 6f
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and 6b for the second exhausted mode . Given that the PO identifies the concentration of (β-
catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) and the PI identifies reactions 9 and 10, it follows that the
first CSP mode relates to the Quasi Steady State of the pointed variable, since according to Table
3.4 X˙9 = V9−V10. The PO identifies the concentration of (APC/Axin/GSK3) and the PI identifies
reactions 3, 6f and 6b, it follows that the V3, V6f and V6b equilibrate.
Table 4.22: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (largest
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4
(those providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those
with the - sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.5), -10(-0.50)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 f2 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -3(-0.35), 6f(0.47), -6b(-0.12)
Table 4.23 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1 and λ2. It is shown that
the contribution to the largest eigenvalue λ1 is 82% by reaction 10 and 18% by reaction 9. Both
of these reactions have to do with the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3). This
suggests that the speed by which the fastest mode becomes exhausted, (f1 ≈ 0) has to do mainly
with the dissociation of the phosphorylated β-catenin (V10) and lesser by the degradation of the
phosphorylated β-catenin (V9) . The contribution to λ2 is 39% by reaction 3, 44% by reaction 6f
and 13% by reaction 6b. Reaction 3 has to do with the Dsh-mediated initiation of the release of
GSK3 from the destruction complex. The forward reaction (6f) has to do with the synthesis of
(APC/Axin/GSK3) from GSK3 and (APC/Axin) and the backward reaction (6b) has to do with the
degradation of (APC/Axin/GSK3). So the speed by which the second fast mode becomes exhausted
(f2 ≈ 0) has to do mainly by the speed that GSK3 and (APC/Axin) synthesize (APC/Axin/GSK3)
lesser by the speed that GSK3 is released from the destruction complex through Dsh-mediated
initiation and in the smallest degree from the speed that (APC/Axin/GSK3) degrades and releases
GSK3.
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 6-dimensional SIM
are depicted in column 2 of Table 4.24. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate
of change of these 9 protein and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reactions
indicated in column 3. The reactions that provide significant contribution to the slow components
are 1, 3, 4, 6f , 9, 11 and 12 that have to do with the (i) activation of Dsh by the Wnt signal (reaction
1), (ii) dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex (reaction 3), (iii) phosphorylation of
Axin and APC (reaction 4), (iv) binding of GSK3 to the (APC/Axin) complex (reaction 6f), (v)
phosphorylation of β-catenin (reaction 9), (vi) degradation of phosphorylated β-catenin (reaction
11) and (vi) synthesis of β-catenin (reaction 12).
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Table 4.23: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (largest
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed
in column 4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.18), -10(-0.82)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 λ2 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -3(-0.39), -6f(-0.44), +6b(0.13)
Table 4.24: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by
the Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
Dshi -1, 2
d[Dshi]
dt ≈ f(−V1,+V2)
Dsha 1, -2
d[Dsha]
dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2)
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -3, 4, -5, 6f, 9, 6b d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V3,+V4,−V5,+V6f ,+V9,+V6b)
GSK3 1, -2, 3, -4, 5, -6f, 10, 6b d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2,+V3,−V4,+V5,−V6f ,+V10,+V6b)
(APC/Axin) 1, -2, 3, -4, 5, -6f, -15, 6b d[(APC/Axin)]dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2,+V3,−V4,+V5,−V6f ,− V15,+V6b)
APC 9, -12, 15 d[APC]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12,+ V15)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -3, 4 -5, 6f, 9, 6b d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V3,+V4,−V5,+V6f ,+ V9,+V6b)
β-catenin* 9, -11 d[β-catenin*]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V11)
β-catenin -9, 12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12)
4.2.3 Three exhausted modes
At time 4.7 < t < 8 min, (M = 3), see Fig (4.2). The numerical results that will be reported in
this section were computed at t = 6.57 min. The results at t = 6.57 min are valid thoughout the
period in which M = 3.
Table 4.25 shows that the three pointed variables are the concentrations of (β-catenin*/APC*
/Axin*/GSK3), (APC/Axin/GSK3) and β-catenin*.
Table 4.26 shows that the reactions that contribute the most to the generation of the 4+M = 7-
dim. SIM are: (i) reactions 9 and 10 for the first exhausted mode, (ii) reactions 3, 6f and 6b for the
second exhausted mode and (iii) 3, 4, 5, 6f , 10 and 11 for the third exhausted mode. Given that the
PO identifies the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) and the concentration
of (APC/Axin/GSK3) (X6) the PI identifies the same equilibria as in Section 4.2.2. For the third
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Table 4.25: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer in the stimulated state; bold indicates
the species pointed the most
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.82
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.18
2 (APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.60
(APC/Axin) 0.40
3 β-catenin* 1.00
exhausted mode the PO identifies the concentration of β-catenin* (X10) and the PI indicates that
there is an equilibria between reactions V3, V4, V5, V6f , V10 and V11.
The reactions that are responsible for the creation of the 7-dimensional SIM are accessed by
the Participation Index (PI) and depicted in Table 4.26. The PI for the first and second exhausted
modes indicate again the same equilibria. The pointer for the third exhausted mode identifies
β-catenin* and the PI indicates that there is an equilibria between V10 and V11.
Table 4.26: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4
(those providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those
with the - sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.50), -10(0.50)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 f2 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -3(-0.38), 6f(0.47), -6b(-0.10)
3 f3 β-catenin* 3(0.09), -4(-0.11), 5(0.08),
-6f(-0.11),10(0.28), -11(-0.24)
Table 4.27 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1, λ2 and λ3. It is shown
that the contribution to the first two eigenvalues are the same reactions as in the case for the two
exhausted modes, Section 4.2.2. The contribution to λ3 is by reaction 11. The reaction has to do with
the degradation of β-catenin* by the destruction complex and the proteasome respectively. This
suggests that the speed by which the third fast mode becomes exhausted (f3 ≈ 0) has to do with
the speed by β-catenin* is degraded.
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Table 4.27: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most pointed
marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed in column
4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.18), -10(-0.82)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 λ2 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -3 (-0.45), -6f(-0.40), +6b(0.12)
3 λ3 β-catenin* -11(-1.00)
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 7-dim. SIM are
depicted in column 2 of Table 4.28. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate of
change of these 8 protein and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reactions
indicated in column 3. The reactions that provide significant contribution to the slow components
are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6f , 9 and 12 that have to do with the (i) activation of Dsh by the Wnt signal
(reaction 1), (ii) deactivation of Dsh (reaction 2), (iii) dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction
complex (reaction 3), (iv) phosphorylation of Axin and APC (reaction 4), (v) dephosphorylation
of Axin and APC (reaction 5), (vi) binding of GSK3 to the (APC/Axin) complex (reaction 6f),
(vii) phosphorylation of β-catenin (reaction 9) and (viii) synthesis of β-catenin (reaction 12). Given
the rising equilibria between reactions 10 and 11, reaction 11 is removed from the slow system. As
reactions 10 and 11 start equilibrating equations 3, 4 and 5 start emerging, Table 4.26 so reaction
5 plays again role in the slow system. As time increases reaction 2 is emerging and plays a role too
in the slow system.
Table 4.28: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by
the Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
Dshi -1, 2
d[Dshi]
dt ≈ f(−V1,+V2)
Dsha 1, -2
d[Dsha]
dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2)
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -3, 4, -5, 6f, 13, -6b d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V3,+V4,−V5,+V6f ,+V13,−V6b)
GSK3 1, -2, 3, -4, 5, -6f, 15, 6b d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2,+V3,−V4,+V5,−V6f ,+ V15,+V6b)
(APC/Axin) 1, -2, 3, -4, 5, -6f, -15, 6b d[(APC/Axin)]dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2,+V3,−V4,+V5,−V6f ,−V15,+V6b)
APC 9, -12 d[APC]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -3, 4, -5, 6f, -9, -6b d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V3,+V4,−V5,+V6f ,+V9,−V6b)
β-catenin -9, +12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ −f(+V9,+V12)
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4.2.4 Four exhausted modes
At time 8.5 < t < 265 min, (M = 4), Fig (4.2). The numerical results that will be reported in this
section were computed at t = 192.3 min. The results at t = 192.3 min are valid thoughout the
period in which M = 4.
Table 4.29 shows that the four pointed variables are the concentrations of (β-catenin*/APC*
/Axin*/GSK3), (APC/Axin/GSK3), β-catenin* and Dshi.
Table 4.29: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer in the stimulated state; bold indicates
the species pointed the most
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.79
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.21
2 (APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.65
(APC/Axin) 0.34
3 β-catenin* 1.00
4 Dshi 0.91
Dsha 0.09
Table 4.30 shows that the reactions that contribute the most to the generation of the 4+M = 8-
dim. SIM are: (i) reactions 9 and 10 for the first exhausted mode, (ii) reactions 3, 6f and 6b for the
second exhausted mode and (iii) 3, 4, 5, 6f , 10 and 11 for the third exhausted mode. Given that
the PO identifies the concentration of (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) the concentration of
(APC/Axin/GSK3) (X6) and the concentration of β-catenin* the PI identifies the same equilibria
as in Section 4.2.3. For the fourth exhausted mode the PO identifies the concentration of Dshi (X1)
and the PI indicates that there is an equilibria between reactions V1, V2, so that Dshi is amenable
to QSSA, V1 − V2 ≈ 0 since according to Table 3.4 X˙1 = −V1 + V2.
Table 4.31 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4. It is shown
that the contribution to the first three eigenvalues are the same reactions as in the section with
the three exhausted modes, Section 4.2.3. The contribution to λ4 is 91% by reaction 1 and 9% by
reaction 2 . Reaction 1 has to do with the activation of Dshi by the Wnt-ligand and reaction 2 has
to do with the deactivation of Dsh. The speed by which the fourth fast mode is exhausted f4 ≈ 0
has to do mainly with the speed that Wnt-ligand activates Dsh.
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 8-dim. SIM are
depicted in column 2 of Table 4.32. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate of
change of these 7 protein and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reactions
indicated in column 3. The reactions that provide significant contribution to the slow components
are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6f , 9 and 12 that have to do with the (i) activation of Dsh by the Wnt signal
(1), (ii) deactivation of Dsh (reaction 2), (iii) dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex
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Table 4.30: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (most
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4
(those providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those
with the - sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.50), -10(-0.50)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 f2 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -3(-0.40), 6f(0.48), -6b(-0.08)
3 f3 β-catenin* 3(0.06), -4(-0.08), 5(0.08),
-6f(-0.08), 10(0.33), -11(-0.33)
4 f4 Dshi -1(-0.50), 2(0.50)
Table 4.31: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (largest
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed
in column 4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.20), -10(-0.79)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 λ2 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -3(-0.53), -6f(-0.34), +6b(0.10)
3 λ3 β-catenin* -11(-1.00))
4 λ4 Dshi -1(-0.91), -2(0.09)
(reaction 3), (iv) phosphorylation of Axin and APC (reaction 4), (v) dephosphorylation of Axin
and APC (reaction 5), (vi) binding of GSK3 to the (APC/Axin) complex ( reaction 6f), (vii)
phosphorylation of β-catenin (reaction 9) and (viii) synthesis of β-catenin (reaction 12).
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Table 4.32: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by
the Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
Dsha 1, -2
d[Dsha]
dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2)
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -3, 4, -5, 6f, -13, -6b d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V3,+V4,−V5,+V6f ,−V13,−V6b)
GSK3 3, -4, 5, -6f, -14, 15, 6b d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(+V3,−V4,+V5,−V6f ,−V14,+V15,+V6b)
(APC/Axin) 3, -4, 5, -6f, 14, -15, 6b d[(APC/Axin)]dt ≈ f(+V3,−V4,+V5,−V6f ,+ V14,−V15,+V6b)
APC 9, -12, 13 d[APC]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12,+V13)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -3, 4, -5, 6f, -6b d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V3,+V4,−V5,+V6f ,−V6b)
β-catenin -9, 12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ −f(+V9,+V12)
4.2.5 Five exhausted modes
At time 265 < t < 5000 min, (M = 4), Fig (4.2). The numerical results that will be reported in
this section were computed at t = 3511 min. The results at t = 3511 min are valid thoughout the
period in which M = 5.
Table 4.33 shows that the five pointed variables are the concentrations of (β-catenin*/APC*
/Axin*/GSK3), (APC/Axin/GSK3), β-catenin*, Dshi and (APC/Axin).
Table 4.34 shows that the reactions that contribute the most to the generation of the 4 +
M = 9-dim. SIM are: (i) reactions 9 and 10 for the first exhausted mode, (ii) reactions 3, 6f
and 6b for the second exhausted mode. Given that the PO identifies the concentration of (β-
catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) and the concentration of (APC/Axin/GSK3) (X6), the PI
identifies the same equilibria as in Section 4.2.4. For the third exhausted mode the PO identifies
the concentration of β-catenin* (X10) and the PI identifies reactions 10 and 11, it follows that
the third CSP mode relates to the Quasi Steady State of the pointed variable, since according to
Table 3.4 X˙10 = V10 − V11. For the fourth exhausted mode the PO identifies the concentration of
Dshi (X1) and the PI indicates that there is an equilibria between reactions V1, V2, so that Dshi
is amenable to QSSA, V1 − V2 ≈ 0 since according to Table 3.4 X˙1 = −V1 + V2. The PO for the
fifth exhausted mode identifies the concentration of (APC/Axin), (APC/Axin/GSK3), Axin and
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) and the PI indicates that that V14 and V15 equilibrate.
Table 4.35 lists the significant contributors for the generation of λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 and λ5. It is
shown that the contribution to the first four eigenvalues are the same reactions as in the section
with the four exhausted modes, Section 4.2.4. The contribution to λ5 is 15% by reaction 3, 33% by
reaction 4, 10% by reaction 5, 19% by reaction 6f and 11% by reaction 15. Reactions 3, 5, 6f, 15
have to do with Dsh-mediated release of GSK3 from the destruction complex, dephosphorylation of
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3), synthesis of (APC/Axin/GSK3) from (APC/Axin) and GSK3 and degra-
dation of Axin through APC mediation. The speed by which the fifth mode is exhausted f5 ≈ 0
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Table 4.33: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer in the stimulated state; bold indicates
the species pointed the most
M Proteins and protein complexes CSP Pointer
1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.75
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.24
2 (APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.65
(APC/Axin) 0.34
3 β-catenin* 1.00
4 Dshi 0.91
Dsha 0.09
5 (APC/Axin) 0.34
(APC/Axin/GSK3) 0.27
Axin 0.20
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 0.18
Table 4.34: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (largest
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Participation Indices greater than 5% are listed in column 4
(those providing PI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold); reactions with + sign equilibrate with those
with the - sign.
M Amplitude of exhausted modes Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 f1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), 9(0.50), -10(0.50)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 f2 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -3(-0.39), 6f(0.47), -6b(-0.08)
3 f3 β-catenin* 10(0.48), -11(-0.48)
4 f4 Dshi -1(-0.50), 2(0.50)
5 f5 (APC/Axin), (APC/Axin/GSK3) -4(-0.37), 5(0.37),
Axin, (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 14(0.12), -15(-0.12)
has to do with the speed that (APC/Axin/GSK3) phosphorylates into (APC*/Axin*/GSK3), with
the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of Axin and APC and with the degradation of Axin.
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution of the system on the 9-dim. SIM are depicted
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Table 4.35: Proteins and protein complexes indicated by CSP Pointer are shown in column 3 (largest
pointed marked bold); reactions exhibiting Eigenvalue participation index (EPI) greater than 5% are listed
in column 4 (those providing EPI’s greater than 15% are marked by bold)
M Fast eigenvalues Proteins and protein complexes Reactions
1 λ1 (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3), -9(-0.35), -10(-0.64)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)
2 λ2 (APC/Axin/GSK3), (APC/Axin) -3(-0.53), -6f(-0.33), +6b(0.11)
3 λ3 β-catenin* -11(-1.00)
4 λ4 Dshi -1(-0.91), -2(-0.09)
5 λ5 (APC/Axin) 3(0.15), -4(-0.33), -5(-0.10),
(APC/Axin/GSK3), Axin, (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -6f(-0.19), -15(-0.11)
Table 4.36: Reactions providing non-negligible contribution to selected components of gslow, identified by
the Importance index (II) Eq.(2.29). Only reactions exhibiting IIs greater than 1% are shown. Those providing
IIs greater than 15% are indicated by bold. Reactions with the +(-) sign tend to increase (decrease) the
concentration of the related protein or protein and protein complexes.
Proteins and protein complexes Reactions Rate of change
Dsha 1, -2
d[Dsha]
dt ≈ f(+V1,−V2)
(APC*/Axin*/GSK3) 9, -12, 14, -15 d[(APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12,+V14,−V15)
GSK3 9, -12, -14, 15 d[GSK3]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12,−V14,+V15)
APC 9, -12, 13 d[APC]dt ≈ f(+V9,−V12,+V13)
(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) -9, 12, 14, -15 d[(β-catenin/APC*/Axin*/GSK3)]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12,+V14,−V15)
β-catenin -9, 12 d[β-catenin]dt ≈ f(−V9,+V12)
in column 2 of Table 4.36. These are reactions that exhibit the largest II s. The rate of change of
these 6 protein and protein complexes along the SIM are determined by the reactions indicated in
column 3. The reactions that provide significant contribution to the slow components are 1, 2, 9,
12, 14 and 15, that have to do with the (i) activation of Dsh by the Wnt signal (reaction 1), (ii)
deactivation of Dsh (reaction 2), (iii) phosphorylation of β-catenin (reaction 9), (iv) synthesis of
β-catenin (reaction 12), (v) synthesis ofAxin (reaction 14) and (vi) degradation of Axin (reaction
15). The equilibrium that is generated under the action of the fifth time scale involves reactions 3,
4, 5 and 6f .
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The detailed model of Lee et al. for the canonical Wnt pathway was considered here and it was
shown that it is amenable to further reduction, beyond the reduction made in [25]. The tools em-
ployed in this work to perform this reduction were tools from Computational Singular Perturbation
(CSP) analysis.
A short description of the Wnt pathway was presented first and the various features of the biolog-
ical mechanism were discussed. The reference and the stimulated state in the canonical Wnt path-
way were presented schematically and the processes take that place inside the cell were discussed. A
brief comparison was made between the two states and some differences were pointed. The general
picture that so far has emerged for the function of the Wnt pathway is as follows. In the absence of
Wnt signal (reference state), β-catenin is phosphorylated and then leaded to degradation, so that
the activation of Wnt target genes is suppressed. On the other hand, in the presence of Wnt signal
(stimulated case), β-catenin gets inside the nucleus in order to express the Wnt targeted genes.
In order to get a better understanding of the Wnt pathway the detailed ODE model that Lee
et al. introduced in 2003, [25] was analyzed further, on the basis of the multi-scale character of
the model. The original model of Lee et al. was reduced, by applying four partial equilibrium
approximations; see Table 3.4 [25]. This simplification was deemed necessary, since it was known
that the four reactions assumed in equilibrium were very fast but the values of the related constants
could not be determined. This modified model has been validated extensively against experimental
results and is now a reference tool in the relevant research community. The dynamics of the modified
model were analyzed in the present work and it was demonstrated that significant gaps develop
among its time scales. This feature validated the use of the algorithmic singular perturbation
analysis with the CSP method.
The modified Wnt model was analyzed with the CSP algorithm for both states (reference
and stimulated) throughout the computational domain. As various points in time, the algorithm
identified (i) number of equilibrations that develop under the action of the fast time scales, (ii)
the processes (reactions) that participate in these equilibrations, (iii) the the processes (reactions)
that generate the exhausted fast time scales, (v) the fast and slow variables and (vi) the processes
(reactions) that drive the system within the constraints imposed by the equilibrations.
In the reference state, the exhausted time scales were found to vary monotonically from M = 1
to M = 4, reaching the largest value after t ≈ 28 min. On the other hand, in the stimulated state
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the exhausted time scales were found to vary monotonically from M = 1 to M = 5, reaching the
largest value after t ≈ 266 min. As the value of M was changing, so were the dimensions and shape
of the M -dim. SIM and the form of the slow system that governs the flow on the SIM.
It was found that the protein and protein complexes that are related to the fast time scales in
both the reference and the stimulated states had to do with:
• (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X9) in relation to the fastest time scale,
• (APC/Axin)(X6) in the reference state and (APC/Axin/GSK3)(X4) in the stimulated state
in relation to the second fastest time scale,
• β-catenin* (X10) in relation to the third fast time scale in both states,
• (APC/Axin/GSK3) (X4) in the reference state and Dshi (X1) in the stimulated state in
relation to the fourth fastest time scale and
• (APC/Axin) (X6), (APC/Axin/GSK3) (X4), Axin (X12) and (APC*/Axin*/GSK3) (X3) in
the stimulated state in relation to the fifth fast time scale.
The reactions that participate in the equilibria that form the M -dim. SIM were identified as
follows:
• phosphorylation of β-catenin (reaction 9) and dissociation of phosphorylated β-catenin (re-
action 10), when M = 1 in both states,
• binding of GSK3 to the (APC/Axin) complex (reaction 6f) and dissociation of GSK3 from the
destruction complex (reaction 6b) in the reference state, binding of GSK3 to the (APC/Axin)
complex (reaction 6f) and dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex (reactions 6b
and 3) in the stimulated when M = 2,
• dissociation of β-catenin* (reaction 10) and degradation of β-catenin* (reaction 11) when
M = 3 in both states,
• phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of Axin and APC (reactions 4 and 5) in the reference
state and activation of Dsh by Wnt signal (reaction 1) and deactivation of Dsh (reaction 2)
in the stimulated state at time when M = 4,
• phosphorylation of Axin and APC (reaction 4), dephosphotylation of Axin and APC (reaction
5), synthesis of Axin (reaction 14) and degradation of Axin (reaction 15) in the stimulated
state at time when M = 5.
The reactions that contribute to the slow evolution along theM -dimensional SIM were identified
and the rate of change of the slow protein and protein complexes were presented in the reference
and stimulated state, when M = 1 − 4 and M = 1 − 5, respectively. As the solution reaches the
fixed points, see Fig. (3.3)), the reactions that play a significant role in both the reference and the
stimulated state are 9 (phosphorylation of β-catenin), 12 (synthesis of β-catenin), 14 (synthesis of
Axin) and 15 (degradation of Axin). Reactions 1 (activation of Dsh by Wnt) and 2 (deactivation
of Dsh) play a significant role only in the simulated state as expected.
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Some key features identified by the CSP diagnostics are:
• The protein complex (β-catenin*/APC*/Axin*/GSK3) relates to the 1st (fastest) CSP mode
in both states. The related equilibration that is generate relates to the phosphorylation of
β-catenin and the dissociation of β-catenin*.
• In both states, the 2nd CSP mode relates to the equilibration between the binding of GSK3
to the (APC/Axin) complex (reaction 6f) and the dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction
complex. The dissociation of GSK3 occurs through (reaction 6b) in the reference state and
mainly through (reaction 3) in stimulated state.
• All the reactions that relate directly to β-catenin and β-catenin* or to their complexes are
significantly fast; see Fig. 3.2. This set includes (i) reactions 8, 16 and 17, which were assumed
in Partial Equilibrium and (ii) reactions 9, 10 and 11, which relate to the 1st and 3rd CSP
modes, in both the reference and the stimulated state.
• Regarding the 4th CSP mode, in the reference state the reactions that equilibrate are phos-
phorylation and dephosphorylation of Axin and APC. In the stimulation state the reactions
that equilibrate are the activation and deactivation of Dsh.
• The 5th CSP mode develops only in the stimulated state. The reactions that equilibrate are
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of Axin and APC (reactions 4 and 5) and synthesis
and degradation of Axin (reactions 14 and 15). Given the equilibria that develop in the context
of (i) the 2nd CSP mode between the binding of GSK3 to the (APC/Axin) complex (reaction
6f) and the dissociation of GSK3 from the destruction complex (reaction 6b) and (ii) one of
the four PEAs between the binding of APC to Axin (reaction 7f) and dissociation of APC
from the (APC/Axin) complex (reaction 7b), the rate by which Axin and APC phosphorylate
and dephosphorylate depends on the rate by which Axin is synthesized and degraded.
• Reactions that contribute significantly to the slow evolution in both states were found to be
phosphorylation of β-catenin, synthesis of β-catenin, synthesis of Axin and degradation of
Axin.
Recently, a number of more complex mathematical models for the Wnt signaling pathway have
emerged, which incorporate components not included in the model by Lee et al. [16,35,39,42]. These
new models have not been validated as thoroughly, as the model by Lee et al. was. Therefore, the
multi-scale analysis of these models, along the lines of the present investigation, could provide the
required insights on the significance of the new components included in the new models.
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